National Study Shows U. Faculty
Salary Rate Relatively Constant

Although faculty members have expressed satisfaction with the University's new salary rates, there are some underlying concerns that salary development for that year and for the future are not kept consistent with inflation. The trends of the year, according to the University's national ranking in salary, showed a 5.9 percent increase for full professors, $12,000 for instructors. This was $27,800 for full professors, $19,600 for associate professors, and $13,000 for assistant professors. The increase, however, was not enough to offset the rising cost of living.
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The University implements new loan program

By Jim Kay

Student loans have become necessary for many students to finance their education. As a result, the University has implemented a new loan program to help meet the increasing demand for financial aid.

The new program offers a variety of loan options, including federal loans, private loans, and scholarships. Students can apply for loans online through the University's financial aid website. The application process is simple and streamlined, making it easy for students to receive the financial assistance they need.

The University has also worked closely with local and national organizations to secure funding for the new loan program. This collaboration has allowed the University to offer a wider range of loan options and to provide more financial aid to students in need.

In addition, the University has increased the amount of money available for loans, allowing more students to benefit from the program. This has helped to reduce the overall cost of tuition and made higher education more accessible to a wider range of students.

By Peter Goldberg

Several leading university professors have urged the United States Senate to pass a comprehensive sexual assault reform bill. The bill, sponsored by Senators Patrick Leahy and Dianne Feinstein, would establish a national registry of sex offenders, allow victims to seek injunctions against their attackers, and increase penalties for those convicted of sexual assault.

The professors, who have expertise in the field of sexual assault, state that the bill is necessary to protect the rights of victims and to ensure that those who commit sexual assault are held accountable. They believe that the bill is an important step towards creating a safer and more just society for all.

The Senate is expected to vote on the bill in the coming weeks, and the professors encourage all members of Congress to support this important legislation.
THE READING CLINIC
OFFERS HELP TO STUDENTS WITH
Reading and Study Problems
Call or come in for an interview:
A-3, Education Building, 3700 Walnut
594-8434
and/or
Take the Test of College Reading Skills
(For any U. of P. student)

When: At any one of the following times:
Tuesday, September 11 4:30-6:00 6:30-8:00
Wednesday, September 12 4:30-6:00
Thursday, September 13 10:30-12:00
Friday, September 14 10:30-12:00

Where: Room A-3; Education Building.
37th & Walnut Streets

Letter Policy
All letters addressed to the editor should be sent to our offices at 34th and Chestnut sts.

The Daily Pennsylvanian is not responsible for unprepared letters, although none will be without
spot report.

Harnwell House Art Exhibit
Begins Hi-Rise East Series

By LINDA GRUBERGER
The Harnwell House Art Gallery, the third in a series of planned
art exhibitions, will open on Friday, September 7, with the
work of students interested in the visual arts and music. Resource
person James Meyer, a "visual artist in residence," is primarily respon-
sible for selecting and arranging the exhibit.

The art exhibit features the paintings, prints, and constructions of
local and regional artists. Festive atmosphere and post-poster press.

Thanks, The Record
594-3700


The Arts Project, comprising two
rooms of high-quality frameless pieces
created by students interested
in the visual arts and music. Resource
person James Meyer, acting as "artist in residence," is primarily respon-
sible for selecting and arranging the
art of Art Project students.

The first float features the paintings, prints, and constructions of
local and regional artists. Festive atmosphere and post-poster press.

The minute the exhibit opens, the gallery fills with the building's entire interest for the students living there.

While we encourage all students to stop in, we especially hope for a large attendance from residents of the
building, she said.

It is very helpful to find a way to honor our large residence halls and make them appear more attractive places
to live.

While the Art Project will not limit the extracurricular art gallery, Colman said that "the gallery is the most
change community event that has ever been known in this
building.

The free-for-all nature of the exhibits planned, there will be no limit to the number of student committees, while
the Housing Board of Trustees members, the "first move," will
be open Tuesday through Thursday from 14 PM.

Activities Night Scheduled
For Tues. Evening

By CAROL ROBIN
Student Affairs Night, an in-
stitution's annual opportunity to be in-
cluded in the total campus activities, will be held tonight, between 7:30 and 10:00 PM at the
Walter and the Gumbo Lounge. There will be 13 student organizations represented, ranging from the Blood
Banjo to the St. Louis Blues Club. Last year, over 2,000 students at-
themed theme ideas for the event, while
the Housing Board of Trustees members, the "first move," will
be open Tuesday through Thursday from 14 PM.
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**Violations Threaten Viet. Truce**

SAIGON (UPI)—Cease-fire violations climbed back above the 100 mark Monday after a brief couple of days when only a few were reported, military sources said.

The Viet Cong in a protest note Sunday asked the International Communist Control and Supervision (ICC) to investigate and “take measures” concerning the handing over of 90 students to the Communist authorities by the government.

The ICC has promised to consider the complaints of Left-Nhieu Students’ Organization leaders if the students are being returned to Communist control. The students said they were part of the “three forms” and should be returned to their families in Saigon.

**History of Art 410**

Byzantium and the West

Assoc. Prof. Striker T 12-2 Th 1 FA B-6

A controversy considering artistic interchange between Latin and Greek cultures in the medieval period

NO PREREQUISITES

**Kissinger Rejects USSR-Aimed Protest**

WASHINGTON (UPI)—President Nixon today rejected a protest note received from Congress and the scientific community Monday for an official American protest against the Soviet Union’s crackdown on intellectuals.

He said the Senate Foreign Relations Committee has recommended investigations into the whole problem of the relationship of the two nations.

**JEWISH FREE UNIVERSITY**

It’s all the things your Hebrew School teacher left out

Courses in Bible, Jewish literature, Zionism, Talmud, Jewish cooking, Jewish filmmaking, Yiddish, Hasidism, and lots of other stuff.

**General Motors, Ford Extend AutoContracts**

DETROIT (UPI)—General Motors and Ford are possibly agreeing that 15 other auto companies have extended contracts with the United Auto Workers, General Motors and Ford and 15 other auto companies have extended contracts with the United Auto Workers.

Ford Monday agreed to extend their UAW contracts for one more month after a brief couple of days of contract talks.

**For more information: call 594-7570 or 594-7571**

**WANTED FOR DONATING PLASMA**

For details call 215-980-0980

**ENTERTAINMENT**

**TONIGHT!**

5:45 in Hill Hall

**TODAY’S GREATEST HANGUP**

6 Super Feet of MIND-BOGGLING CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Hang it on a wall, or solve as you unroll.

**WANTED**

**FEMALES MALES**

DESCRIPTION: At least 110 lb. Good Health, and interested in being a plasma donor to help provide critically needed plasma for the treatment of Hemophiliacs and the preparation of Blood Serums.

DISTINGUISHING MARKS: Blood Group A, B & O

LAST KNOWN ADDRESS: University of Penn. Campus

For more information: call 773-4500.

**REWARD OFFERED**

$35.00 Per Week

CALL NOW FOR DETAILS: CH7-2433

Open Until 8 P.M. Every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, & Thurs.

**BIOGENICS INC.**

Lesson in Avoiding Conflicts

Key faculty members recently expressed their frustration and concern over their treatment by the administration. A number of professors have been denied access to resources necessary for their work. The administration has acknowledged the need for open communication, but has yet to take action to address these issues.

On Campus
A Lack of Faculty Participation

By Jim Kahn

One of the university's biggest problems in recent years has been a lack of faculty participation in campus decision-making. This has resulted in a general sense of alienation among the faculty. A number of faculty members have expressed their concerns, and have called for a more active role in the administration of the university.

The administration has acknowledged the need for faculty participation, but has yet to take action to address these issues. The faculty has been encouraged to participate in decision-making processes, but has not been given the necessary resources or authority to do so.

The administration has acknowledged the need for open communication, but has yet to take action to address these issues. The faculty has been encouraged to participate in decision-making processes, but has not been given the necessary resources or authority to do so.

Watergate: Losers and Winners

By Stephen Perloff

Lee Harvey Oswald, Jack Ruby, and John Dean are three names that will forever be associated with the Watergate scandal. Each of these individuals played a significant role in the events that led to the downfall of the Nixon administration. The scandal has had a profound impact on the political and social fabric of the United States, and continues to be studied and debated to this day.

The scandal began in 1972 when the Nixon administration began to secretly record the conversations of senior officials in the White House. These recordings revealed a pattern of illegal activity and corruption, including the lavish use of government resources and the obstruction of justice.

The public's reaction to the Watergate scandal was one of shock and disbelief. The scandal brought to light the dark side of American politics, and raised serious questions about the role of government and the rights of the individual.

Today, the Watergate scandal remains a symbol of the need for transparency and accountability in government. The lessons learned from Watergate continue to shape the way we think about the relationship between government and the people.

The Denial as a Whole

The Senate is not the only body that has been affected by the Watergate scandal. The courts, the FBI, and even the President himself have all been caught up in the scandal. The Watergate scandal has had a lasting impact on the political and social landscape of the United States.

The Senate would later retire the old pass-no credit program that was criticized for its lack of flexibility and lack of credit for courses that were completed. Instead, the Senate would adopt a new pass-no credit program that would provide more opportunities for students to take courses without earning formal credit.

The new pass-no credit program would have a number of benefits, including:

- Reduced administrative costs
- Increased flexibility for students
- Increased academic freedom for faculty

The new pass-no credit program would have been a major step forward in providing students with the educational options they need to succeed.
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Rising Living Costs

(Continued from page 1) small portion of the increases in the cost of living now in progress. It is doubtful if the year's price patterns will grow much larger; while it is certain that the cost of living is again rising rapidly.

Faculty representatives also feel that although the 1972-73 hikes may have come at a time when other increases in the 1970-72 period are not keeping up with the inflation rate they have noted, the current year will not be the last. "We hope to see some improvement," said Professor of Economics, Michael Wachter, who currently heads Penn's Committee on Faculty Salaries. "There is no question that the 1973 hikes were a result of the cost of living."

Wachter said his committee would like to obtain an increase next year to make up for previous shortfalls, but he could not yet settle on what the increase should be. Speaking for the administration, Superintendent John Hobstetter said that work on increases in the past has shown a one-to-one ratio, and that he hoped current salaries would keep up with inflation. Godshall emphasized that the cost of living for professors has gone up more than the general price level, because academic professors spend much of their income on items such as books and tennis tickets, where prices have risen far beyond the rate of inflation.

Both faculty and administration expressed the desire to improve fringe benefits, especially in the medical area. Hobstetter commented, "We still don't have fringe benefits packages as good as other places."

Expressing "surprise" at current medical Blue-Blue Shield policies, Godshall said that improved medical benefits would be a priority for the coming year. He also noted that although the University has improved in the last two years, "there is still room in hospitalization and prescription costs in our contracts."

Professor of Economics, Wachter, emphasized that the cost of living for professors has gone up more than the general price level, because academic professors spend much of their income on items such as books and tennis tickets, where prices have risen far beyond the rate of inflation. Both faculty and administration expressed the desire to improve fringe benefits, especially in the medical area. Hobstetter commented, "We still don't have fringe benefits packages as good as other places."

Expressing "surprise" at current medical Blue-Blue Shield policies, Godshall said that improved medical benefits would be a priority for the coming year. He also noted that although the University has improved in the last two years, "there is still room in hospitalization and prescription costs in our contracts."

Faculty Salaries

(Continued from page 1)

The average increase actually received by individual faculty members fell below the figure expected by the AAUP. The AAUP reported that the University's "Administrator's Increase" for Faculty on Staff for both 1972-73 and 1973-74, in average, 2.4 per cent per professor, 4.6 per cent for assistant, 6.9 per cent for associate, and 13.9 per cent for instructors.

The report also gives "fringe benefits" as a per cent of average salary, indicating that a Penn faculty member received 5.2 per cent for assistant, 5.7 per cent for associate, and 10.9 per cent for instructors. These figures are the same as those for the previous year, except for the instructor rank, which had a benefit salary ratio of only 1.4 per cent that year.

Nixon Elicits Senate Aid

(Continued from page 1)

President Nixon, seeking to repair the rift caused by the Watergate scandal, was seeking to construct "a new coalition of the political spectrum," said Senator Carl F. Peretz, New York Democrat. "A unified Congress," he said, "can make possible a new program that is in the interest of the people of this country."

Nixon, who has repeatedly promised to fight for a balanced budget, is looking to the Senate for help in such a program, which he has called "the only way to make it possible to achieve a sound economy."

Immediate Openings

(Continued from page 1)

For: 1973-74 in the following agencies:

Community Legal Services
Shalom Drug Education Program
Bureau of Consumer Protection
Lutheran Settlement House
Women Organized Against Rape
South St. Community Workshop
Community Education Center
People's Neighborhood Center
Lower Kensington Environmental Center

Full Course Credit Arranged

- 4 c.u. - U.S. 90,91 - Fieldwork
4 c.u. - Seminars, Independent Study or Regular Courses

30 to 40 Hours Per Week
- $200 Salary Per Month & $500 Stipend

Apply At
106 SERGEANT HALL before Sept. 10th
OR CALL
594-7154

Ask For
Judy Hyde, Jane Wells or Peter Walk
Schwab Tours Europe in Junior Track Competition

Bobby Williams, playing baseball in Europe is an exciting way to travel, but Bobby Williams played for the Sophomore Harold Schwab, preparing for the Tour. Formerly a Flame, he was a 1972 national champion and was a sophomore. He has been playing for the Quakers for two years, and he feels the biggest goal for everyone is to make the American team and win an Olympic medal.

However, he was quick to explain that the 1973 Quakers were a strong team. The team made it to the end of the season. He felt the Quakers were excellent and that they should try to keep up with them. He added, "If you're going to compete, you've got to compete. If you're not going to compete, then you're just here to have a good senior year."

By ROBERT EISEN

COACHING: Columbia football coach Jack Pumphrey is back again this season, and he is looking for the running game this year. He has been working with the offense and directing the offense should have no problem. There are several returning starters, and he feels that the team is ready to go.

The offensive line is expected to be strong, and the team should have good depth at receiver. Even with the graduation of several key players, the team is expected to be strong in 1973. Schwab noted, "One Columbia back since 1961."

OUTLOOK: Despite a good mixture of sophomores and veterans, Columbia is not expected to be a contender in 1973. Schwab, however, is optimistic about the team's future. He feels that the team has the ability to win some games, and he is looking forward to the season. The team has a strong defense, and Schwab is optimistic about the team's chances for success.

eye on the Ivies

Columbia Starts It All Over Again

Although 61, 1970 center Jug Rodriguez was impressive at the end of the season,

DEFENSIVE: The main problem seems to be the linebacking corps. While developers will have to come with a strong to contend for the Ivy title. Schwab, who has been effective in leading the team, has been named as "as fine a defensive back as any I've seen in my four years here."

Senior linebacker George Geoghan returns after leading the Lions' defense during the last two seasons. He will be joined by left end Will Williams, who had good reason for picking the defensive line as one of the best in the conference. This year, Geoghan and Williams are expected to lead a strong defensive line. The team has a good mix of sophomores and veterans, and Schwab is optimistic about the team's chances for success.

The team's outlook for the season is optimistic, and Schwab is looking forward to the challenge. He feels that the team has the ability to win some games, and he is looking forward to the season. The team has a strong defense, and Schwab is optimistic about the team's chances for success.